Dan’s Machine Tool specializes in buying, selling and trading used manufacturing equipment. We also offer repair and rebuilding of metalworking machinery. Whether you need individual parts, complete retrofit kits or a turnkey machine solution, you can count on our expertise and commitment to customer service. Here are a few of our most popular services.

**Repair and Rebuilding**

When machinery breaks down or doesn’t function properly, production suffers. At Dan’s Machine Tool, we specialize in repairing and reconditioning of critical equipment you need to maintain your operations. One of our experienced technicians will visit your location to diagnose the problem, then either handle the repair on-site or arrange for transfer to our facility. A full rebuild includes:

- Cleaning, disassembly and evaluation of components for wear
- Replacement of belts, bushings, bearings and other wear parts
- Structural repairs to frame and body
- Ways ground parallel and hand scraped to factory tolerances
- Reassembly and testing to customer specifications

Through our used equipment network, we also maintain a significant inventory of hard-to-find replacement parts. This allows us to repair and rebuild older equipment, such as Bridgeport, Cincinnati, Blanchard and Mori Seike. Additional repair services include:

- Alignment, scraping and turquite
- Ball screws and Acme thread
- Conventional machinery and CNC
- Digital readouts and power feeds
- Electrical troubleshooting
- Hydraulic service and repair
- Gear and shaft remanufacturing
- Spindle rebuilding
Manufacturing Machines and Equipment

We service and carry a full line of automated and manual machinery:

- Air Compressors
- Bandsaw Vertical and Horizontal
- Bed Mills
- Brakes
- Drill Presses
- Iron Workers
- Lathes
- Mill Drills
- Mills Vertical and Horizontal
- Press Brakes
- Shears
- Grinders: Surface, OD, ID and Centerless
- Tool and Cutter Grinders

Milling Machine

Let us rebuild any size step pulley or vari-speed head for your American or import milling machine. We'll pick up the head from your location, disassemble and inspect it at our facility, then provide an accurate quote before beginning work. Includes a 90-day warranty on parts and labor as well as loaner heads if needed.

Preventative Maintenance and Diagnostic Inspection

Prevent equipment breakdowns and stay on top of potential safety issues. Available for both CNC and manual machinery, our affordable inspection services help you avoid premature wear to vital components and ensure that your machinery is operating to its full potential and within factory tolerances. Includes band saws, brakes, drill and punch presses, grinders, lathes, milling machines, shears and more.

Used Equipment Sales, Trading and Purchasing

As production volume and fabrication needs change, you may find yourself with equipment you no longer use. Instead of letting it sit idle, consider selling or trading it in. We'll purchase either working or nonworking equipment to save you the time of trying to find a buyer yourself; if your current equipment isn't suited to your needs, we can help you find a new or used replacement that's a better fit. View our current inventory at dansmachinetoolinc.com

To learn more about any of our products and services, or for assistance with repairs, contact us today at: 714.666.1266
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